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This “Mind’s Journey” is my second book in poetry. In this writing I have tried to let fly the mind wherever it tends to travell
through the help of knowledge. Woven interestingly covering many aspects of lives including the activities of natural phenomena
as well I have inserted flow of the writings in a way to bathe in the realm of poems. Feelings and events converged in it are solely
art of the beautiful heart which can dramatize the wave lengths of human’s intention. Beyond imagination, in this book I have
penned facts and effects of the society of the human behaviors. And many urges have done with human beings to reform it.
A groundbreaking book with an inside-out view of personal transformation and the path to everyday enlightenment by letting go of
the clutter, defense, and fears to instead focus on building the courage to be honest, vulnerable, authentic, and super-clear.
Following the bestsellers The Intuitive Way, Frequency, and Leap of Perception, Transparency is the next book in Penney
Peirce’s award-winning, visionary series of guidebooks on personal and societal transformation. Timely and revolutionary, Penney
shows us how to let go of everything that gets in our way—the obstacles, clutter, and fears—to truly achieve greater authenticity,
clarity of purpose, and feelings of belonging and joy. By transforming our opaque reality into a state of transparency, the dividing
lines that fragment and isolate us melt away and all that’s left is the true self—connecting us to everything and everyone.
Transparency helps you learn that when you’re transparent, there is great power in being seen for all of who you are. Secrets,
lies, and hiding are no longer functional. Honesty, simplicity, compassion, and true humility produce genius. And, when you’re
transparent, you’re empowered to see through situations that blind and confuse others. It’s as though you suddenly have
Superman’s X-ray vision, and this enables you to reach just-right solutions, insights, and develop your ability to “see through,” so
your intuition can skyrocket. Prescriptive, accessible, and thought-provoking, Transparency aims to help you identify your soulblocking habits, find the insights being masked, and return these negative patterns back into the clear light of the unified field.
Each piece of clutter dissolved, understood, and released creates greater transparency, opening us to experience our true selves
and all the joys of life.
Explores a wide range of Confucian-based cultures of authority in China.
Through close readings of a selection of European novels and novellas written between 1340 and 1827, this study of "analytical
fiction" examines how unconsummated love stories probe the frailty of self-knowledge. Tracing elements of what the French call
the roman d'analyse in the works of Boccaccio, Marguerite de Navarre, Cervantes, Marie de Lafayette, Samuel Richardson, Jane
Austen, and Stendhal, Adele Kudish discusses how the metaphor of unconsummated love is deployed to represent a fundamental
lack of insight into the self. Rather than depicting the mind as transparent, analytical fiction deals in the opacity of the mind.
Narrators and characters are faced with deception, misprision, doubt, and confusion, leading to self-deception, jealousy, and
crises of self. The European Roman d'Analyse reads such epistemological failures as symptoms of a more fundamental
preoccupation with the human psyche as un-chartable and bizarre. In this way, the authors of romans d'analyse enact a larger
philosophical project: an anatomy of the psyche wherein we are unable-or unwilling-to know ourselves.
From the potent properties of X rays evoked in Thomas Mann's Magic Mountain to the miniaturized surgical team of the classic
science fiction film Fantastic Voyage, the possibility of peering into the inner reaches of the body has engaged the twentiethcentury popular and scientific imagination. Drawing on examples that are international in scope, The Transparent Body examines
the dissemination of medical images to a popular audience, advancing the argument that medical imaging technologies are the
material embodiment of collective desires and fantasies--the most pervasive of which is the ideal of transparency itself. The
Transparent Body traces the cultural context and wider social impact of such medical imaging practices as X ray and endoscopy,
ultrasound imaging of fetuses, the filming and broadcasting of surgical operations, the creation of plastinated corpses for display
as art objects, and the use of digitized cadavers in anatomical study. In the early twenty-first century, the interior of the body has
become a pervasive cultural presence - as accessible to the public eye as to the physician's gaze. Jose van Dijck explores the
multifaceted interactions between medical images and cultural ideologies that have brought about this situation. The Transparent
Body unfolds the complexities involved in medical images and their making, illuminating their uses and meanings both within and
outside of medicine. Van Dijck demonstrates the ways in which the ability to render the inner regions of the human body visible and the proliferation of images of the body's interior in popular media - affect our view of corporeality and our understanding of
health and disease. Written in an engaging style that brings thought-provoking cultural intersections vividly to life, The Transparent
Body will be of special interest to those in media studies, cultural studies, science and technology studies, medical humanities, and
the history of medicine.
In a theocratic world far into the future, cities control their own movements and organization. Constantly moving, growing and
decaying, taking care of every need their inhabitants might think of, the cities have decided that humans are no longer a necessary
part of their architecture, casting them out to wander in the wilderness and eke out a meager subsistence. To the exiled humans,
the cities represent a paradisiacal Eden, a reminder of all they cannot attain due to their sinful and unworthy natures. But things
are beginning to change. People are no longer willing to allow the cities to keep them out, choosing instead to force an entry and
plunder at will. The cities are starting to crumble and die because they have no purpose or reason to continue living without
citizens. One woman, called mad by some and wise by others, is the only human allowed to inhabit a city. From her lonely and
precarious position at the heart of one of the greatest cities ever, she must decide the fate of the relationship between human
society and the ancient strongholds of knowledge, while making one last desperate attempt to save the living cities.
A study of ‘Abhijñ?na??kuntalam’ has to situate the contexts in ancient through medieval Indian literature and scholarship before
it comes to the colonial and the contemporary. In epistemological privileging, this text has become either a Hindoo play in the
colonial, Hindu drama in the Hindutva and a love story in the Western theoretical paradigms of scholarship. The essays in
‘Memory, Metaphor and Mysticism in Kalidasa’s ‘Abhijñ?na??kuntalam’ attempt to restore contexts, especially philosophical
contexts, for reading this play.
This brilliant and insightful contribution to cultural studies investigates the role of literature—particularly the novel—and visual arts in the
development of institutions. Arguing the attitudes expressed in narrative literature and art between 1719 and 1779 helped bring about the
change from traditional prisons to penitentiaries, John Bender offers studies of Robinson Crusoe, Moll Flanders, The Beggar's Opera,
Hogarth's Progresses, Jonathan Wild, and Amelia as well as illustrations from prison literature, art, and architecture in support of his thesis.
Through analysing ancient and classical Arabic literature, including the Qur'an, from within the Arabic literary tradition, this book provides an
original interpretation of poetics, and of other important aspects of Arab culture. Ancient Arabic literature is a realm of poetry; prose literary
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forms emerged rather late, and even then remained in the shadow of poetic creative efforts. Traditionally, this literature has been viewed
through a philologist’s lens and has often been represented as ‘materialistic’ in the sense that its poetry lacked imagination. As a result,
Arabic poetry was often evaluated negatively in relation to other poetic traditions. The Poetics of Ancient and Classical Arabic Literature
argues that old Arabic literature is remarkably coherent in poetical terms and has its own individuality, and that claims of its materialism arise
from a failure to grasp the poetic principles of the Arabic tradition. Analysing the Qur’an, which is known for confronting the poetry of the time,
this book reveals that "post Qur’anic" literature came to be defined against it. Thus, the constitution and interpretation of Arabic literature
imposed itself as a particular exegesis of the sacred Text. Disputing traditional interpretations by arguing that Arabic literature can only be
assessed from within, and not through comparison with other literary traditions, this book is of interest to students and scholars of Islamic
Studies, Arabic Studies and Literary Studies.
CREPUSCULE Night stirred behind the eastern hills and a desert place burnt with fading splendour in the hour before sunset. The rolling
miles of Ringmoor Down lay clad at this season in a wan integument of dead grass. Colourless as water, it simulated that element and
reflected the tone of dawn or evening, sky or cloud; now sulked; now shone; now marked the passage of the wind with waves of light.
Ringmoor extends near the west quarter of Dartmoor Forest like an ocean of alternate trough and mound, built by the breath of storms. This
region, indeed, shares something with the restless resting-places of the sea; and one may figure it as finally frozen into its present austerity
by action of western winds that aforetime laboured without ceasing here on the bosom of a plastic earth. Only the primary forces model with
such splendid economy of design, or present achievements so unadorned, yet so complete. The marvel of Ringmoor demanded unnumbered
centuries of elemental collaboration before it spread, consummate and accomplished, under men's eyes. Rage of solar flame and fury of
floods; the systole and diastole of Earth's own mighty heart-beat; the blast of inner fires, the rigour of age-long ice-caps--all have gone to
mould this incarnate simplicity. Nor can Nature's achievement yet be gauged, for man himself must ascend to subtler perception before he
shall gather the meaning of this moor.
This text contemplates Western culture "after the orgy" - the revolutions of the 1960s. The author argues that the sexual revolution has led
not to sexual liberation but to a reign of transvestism, to a confusion of the categories of man and woman, and a "transaesthetic realm of
indifference".
Edited by Vanessa R. Sasson, Little Buddhas brings together a wide range of scholarship and expertise to address the question of what role
children have played in Buddhist literature, in particular historical contexts, and their role in specific Buddhist contexts today.
The Journey of a Queen book, is a collection of poetic reflections from the author. Too, it is a journey into the author's mind. The journey is
transparent; and, it describes the author's experiences of love, pain, battles with depression and anxiety, and overcoming depression and
anxiety. The author just happens to be a woman; however, women and men alike could relate to this journey.
Transparency is generally seen as a corporate priority and a central attribute for promoting business growth and social morality. From a
philosophical perspective, society has experienced a gradual paradigm shift which intensified after the Second World War with the advent of
the information era. As a fundamental part of an inescapable, hegemonic capitalist system and given the insistent emphasis on it as a moral
imperative, transparency, this book avers, needs to be examined and challenged as to its true governance value in building a sustainable
twenty-first century society. Rather than clinging to the fantasy of complete transparency as the only form of accountability, corporate
governance is strengthened in this way by practicing true social responsibility, which emerges not from outward-looking compliance but from
a deeper place in the corporate psyche through inward-looking contemplation and the development of moral maturity.

2013 Outstanding Academic Title by Choice Review Kumar asks in this volume: Since characteristic features of human
consciousness - fear, conditioning, and fragmentation - work against the educational experience, how can we re-imagine
curriculum as a space for meditative inquiry and allow it to provide transformative educational experiences to teachers
and their students?
This book presents a new and exciting theory of the modern French novel by developing the notion of the narrative as a
"textual machine". Many turn-of-the-century French novels thematically identified their means of narration through the
various machines that they depicted. The narrative devices that were particularly important in this self-reflection included:
the temporal order of the plot, the question of a narrative's beginning and end, the hierarchy of narrative voices, and the
techniques of the point of view. The question of mechanization became central on all these fronts. Has the novel become
automated or machine-like? At the same time, the machine metaphors in the novels of Alfred Jarry, Emile Zola, Jules
Verne, Villiers de l'Isle-Adam, Raymond Roussel combined the question of the narrative form with new ways to think
about man's relationship with technology and the cultural environment. The early modernist texts drew upon contradictory
notions of technological promise and threat while they also depicted new forms of identity and behavior, related to or
modeled after machines. These texts highlighted cultural assumptions concerning technological innovations and
critiqued, mainly through parody and through various figures of man-machine fusion, the positivistic belief in progress.
Such writers looked for evidence of advanced forms of consciousness arising out of encounters with new technology
such as: telephones, trains, bicycles, telegraphy, phonographs and electricity. This volume will be of interest to anyone
working in the field of modern French literary and cultural history. It will especially appeal to anyone intrigued with the
origins of the modernist novel, the history of narrative forms, and the question of how the experience of new technology
may be portrayed in literary texts.
Why should family therapists care about brain research? Are there invisible connections between the breakdown of our
relationships and the breakdown of our cells? To answer these questions, author Suzanne Hanna paints pictures of
ancient principles coming together with contemporary research as a context for why basic concepts of neuroscience are
relevant to couple and family therapy. She illustrates the reciprocal nature of the body and relationships in a book that
simplifies and demystifies brain science for therapists. Using the latest findings from affective and cognitive
neuroscience, she highlights 6 brain-friendly family therapy approaches and introduces the concept of biological
empathy. This analysis enables practitioners to harness the power of mindfulness toward brain development and
interpersonal healing. Client-friendly language allows busy therapists to educate without jargon. Applications of family
therapy begin with the self of the therapist and advance through the interpersonal layers of attachment, pair-bonding, and
community. Chapters include topics on: • Whole body awareness • A narrative approach to neuroanatomy and
physiology • 5 basic principles of neuroscience • Basics of trauma treatment • Male/female brain differences in couples
therapy • The ancient concept of tribe and a community frontal lobe Each chapter summarizes with principles and
guidelines for clinicians. Numerous illustrations make the brain transparent, while surveys, worksheets, and tables make
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therapeutic process transparent. The last chapter illustrates concepts and interventions through a full-length case story
and applies addiction treatment as a case study for program development. The Transparent Brain includes case
examples from all walks of life, highlighting heroic acts of survival. Clinicians can use 5 basic principles of neuroscience
to bring relief more quickly, for more people from more diverse backgrounds. It is a revolutionary read and a must-have
reference for any mental health professional.
When the needs of a struggling and drug-addicted community are pitted against the economic interests of a city, the
outcome is rarely in question. Money wins. In The Transparent Temple, a determined group of recovering addicts are
hoping to be the exception to that rule, bringing focus, understanding, and a new strategy for change they hope will heal
the rifts in a broken society. City council will either choose to back "The Clinic Project," converting the Lund Building into
an addiction clinic-with emergency, counselling, detox, and teaching facilities-or "The Corridor Project," which would
demolish the building, in order to make room for a multimillion dollar complex-comprised of a cultural and historical
centre, a community centre, and a housing complex for seniors-which will bring tourist dollars to the city's coffers. The
Transparent Temple follows the major players in this struggle through seven pivotal days leading up to the crucial city
council vote-days that could mean the difference between life and death for the men and women struggling to survive the
addictions that have derailed their lives, and cast them into the role of second class citizens. Regardless of the outcome,
the shared journey will impact greatly on the lives of all the major players, whose perspectives will never be the same.
www.thetransparenttemple.com
The Transparent MindA Journey with KrishnamurtiMental Hygiene and Psychiatry in Modern BritainSpringer
Through an examination that uses previously unavailable archives and little-used primary literature, this book places the
twentieth-century mental hygiene movement within the broad sweep of modern British psychiatry, offering its own
reinterpretation of important elements of this history.
This carefully crafted ebook: “EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEYS – Complete Collection: 41 Adventure Classics in One
Volume (Illustrated)” is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: Five Weeks in a
Balloon Journey to the Centre of the Earth From the Earth to the Moon Around the Moon The Adventures of Captain
Hatteras In Search of the Castaways Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea A Floating City The Adventures of Three
Englishmen and Three Russians in South Africa The Fur Country Around the World in Eighty Days The Mysterious Island
The Survivors of the Chancellor Michael Strogoff Hector Servadac The Underground City Dick Sand, A Captain at Fifteen
The Begum's Fortune Tribulations of a Chinaman in China The Steam House Eight Hundred Leagues on the Amazon
Godfrey Morgan or, The Robinson Crusoe School The Green Ray Mathias Sandorf The Star of the South Ticket No.
“9672” Robur the Conqueror The Master of the World The Waif of “Cynthia” North Against South or, Texar's Revenge
The Flight to France or, The Memoirs of a Dragoon Kéraban the Inflexible Adrift in Pacific or, Two Years' Vacation Topsy
Turvy Cesar Cascabel Mistress Branican The Castle of the Carpathians Claudius Bombarnac Captain Antifer Facing the
Flag An Antarctic Mystery Jules Gabriel Verne (1828-1905) was a French novelist, poet, and playwright best known for
his adventure novels and his profound influence on the literary genre of science fiction.
In this book literary interior monologue is considered in relation to extraliterary phenomena, as well as narrative theory.
The central question posed by this study is: what makes a particular interior monologue believable, given the
unobservable nature of human thought? The discussion revolves around the unobservable counterpart of literary interior
monologue, i.e., what is known in psychology as inner speech. Taking various experimental findings and theories from
Soviet and American research on inner speech, the author compares them with literary interior monologue and tries to
account for similarities and differences. Examples of literary interior monologue are analyzed in comparison with data
from the linguistic study of real oral spontaneous discourse (also known as face-to-face communication). In the context of
this interdisciplinary framework four examples of literary interior monologue are considered: V.M. Garshin's Four Days
(1877), E. Dujardin's Les Lauriers sont coupés (1887), A Schnitzler's Leutnant Gustl (1900) and V. Larbaud's Amants,
heureux amants... (1921). The inclusion of data from psychology and research on face-to-face communication makes a
unique contribution not only to narrative theory, but also to the understanding of the relationship between literary and
extraliterary communication.
Still haven’t chose a place to travel? Pincake’s weekly magazine provides you with bountiful pro tips on travel
destinations, food, travel info, etc to quench your thirst. Select a destination that will best suit you. A unique magazine
made by travel writers all over the world. Meet us not only on web—but download us as ebooks. Submit: Make profit by
becoming a writer, photographer for our weekly magazines. Check Announcement for further details.
Leadership is hard. How can you balance compassion for your people with effectiveness in getting the job done? A global
pandemic, economic volatility, natural disasters, civil and political unrest. From New York to Barcelona to Hong Kong, it
can feel as if the world as we know it is coming apart. Through it all, our human spirit is being tested. Now more than
ever, it's imperative for leaders to demonstrate compassion. But in hard times like these, leaders need to make hard
decisions—deliver negative feedback, make difficult choices that disappoint people, and in some cases lay people off.
How do you do the hard things that come with the responsibility of leadership while remaining a good human being and
bringing out the best in others? Most people think we have to make a binary choice between being a good human being
and being a tough, effective leader. But this is a false dichotomy. Being human and doing what needs to be done are not
mutually exclusive. In truth, doing hard things and making difficult decisions is often the most compassionate thing to do.
As founder and CEO of Potential Project, Rasmus Hougaard and his longtime coauthor, Jacqueline Carter, show in this
powerful, practical book, you must always balance caring for your people with leadership wisdom and effectiveness.
Using data from thousands of leaders, employees, and companies in nearly a hundred countries, the authors find that
when leaders bring the right balance of compassion and wisdom to the job, they foster much higher levels of employee
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engagement, performance, loyalty, and well-being in their people. With rich examples from Netflix, IKEA, Unilever, and
many other global companies, as well as practical tools and advice for leaders and managers at any level,
Compassionate Leadership is your indispensable guide to doing the hard work of leadership in a human way.
This book investigates the entire spectrum of techniques for portraying the mental lives of fictional characters in both the
stream-of-consciousness novel and other fiction. Each chapter deals with one main technique, illustrated from a wide
range of nineteenth- and twentieth-century fiction by writers including Stendhal, Dostoevsky, James, Mann, Kafka, Joyce,
Proust, Woolf, and Sarraute.
A self-help guide to convert failures into success Is Empowering and Motivating Provides practical tips and techniques Is
a reserve of true failure-success stories Is not a quick fix! Has author's personal experiences and examples Gives
practical ways to convert Failures into Success
This collection of essays presents the very latest research on the peace-building dimension of sacred and secular
journeys at individual, societal, regional and global levels. Not since the 1980s has there been any concerted effort to
explore the potential of such journeys in helping to bridge the divide that separates people of diverse ethnicities, religions
and cultures. This volume gathers together empirical studies, regional analyses, and personal reflections from four
continents and twelve countries, including Sri Lanka, Syria, Ethiopia, and Indonesia, which highlight the potential of
religious tourism and pilgrimage for promoting interfaith solidarity, natural dialogue, and inner peace. It will be of interest
to religion, tourism and peace scholars, as well as to political scientists and anthropologists.
In this 1988 book, Professor Lear introduces Aristotle's philosophy and guides us through the central Aristotelian texts.
A Modern Coleridge shows the interrelatedness of the discourses of cultivation, addiction and habit in Coleridge's poetry
and prose, and argues that these all revolve around the problematic nexus of a post-Kantian idea of free will, essential to
Coleridge's eminently modern idea of the 'human'.
A guide to uncovering the enlightenment already within us • Builds on Buddhist, Hindu, and Taoist wisdom to express the
timeless and ever-present nature of enlightenment • Reveals the negative impact of social and cultural conditioning on
our psyche and how to counteract this through meditation and reframing our understanding of time • Shows how to
uncover the original spontaneous awareness we were born with In this philosophical, psychological, and spiritual
exploration of enlightenment, Jason Gregory addresses how to access the original spontaneous awareness we all came
into this world with. He exposes the illusion that we must strive to reach enlightenment, uncovering how our yearning for
future accomplishments, attachment to the past, and reliance on authority outside the self are social constructs that
distract us from the reality of the now. The author explains how our original enlightened nature has been obscured by
social, cultural, religious, and egotistical conditioning of the mind caught in time. Building on knowledge from spiritual
traditions including Buddhism, Hinduism, and Taoism, Gregory expresses the timeless and ever-present nature of
enlightenment. He illustrates how rigid practices and initiations can become a form of spiritual postponement, continually
putting off our enlightenment because we feel we are doing something good and noble. To chase enlightenment through
spiritual practice is to assume it is a quality bound to time. The author helps us see that we are already what we are
seeking--once we understand that existing in this world is itself a miracle beyond words, then the magic and beauty of our
world will unfold. In the same way we remember someone’s name without thinking about it, we also remember that we
are enlightened when we stop searching for the experience. Emerging from the Middle Way of the Buddha, Lao-tzu’s
Way of the Tao, Yoga, the Great Work of Gnosticism, the Hermetic Art of Alchemy, and quantum physics, Gregory
presents a way to the state of consciousness--enlightenment, nirvana, or samadhi--in which eternity and time are one. He
shows us how to counteract the negative impact of social and cultural conditioning on our psyche through meditation and
reframing our understanding of time. The author explains how meditation in its truest form takes our awareness of
nowness from theory to practice. Guiding us away from a time-bound understanding of enlightenment, Gregory shows us
how to find ourselves in the stillness of now where the peace you are is the peace you give to the world.
J. Krishnamurti (1895-1986) was thought by many to be a modern-day equivalent of the Buddha. In fact, he was once
even considered to be the second coming of Christ. While many think it wonderful to live and work in close proximity with
such a person, its difficult to understand the depth of what this means and how challenging this might be. In Knocking at
the Open Door, author R.E. Mark Lee provides an ordinary person view of what being close-up and working together with
such a man means, how it challenges one at every turn, and how it causes one to question ceaselessly, even more
deeply than one ordinarily would. Lee offers an insightful, candid, and heartfelt narrative that reveals various unknown
facets of the eminent world teacher J. Krishnamurti and highlights his distinctive vision for education worldwide. This
comprehensive volume brings alive the practical and everyday interactions Lee had with Krishnamurti during a twentyyear period in India and the United Sates. Knocking at the Open Door shares a clear and honest account that
demonstrates the challenges of working with Krishnamurti in running a school that is true to the teaching and yet able to
function in the reality of modern parental, student, and educational establishment expectations.
Most arguments for a rediscovery of the body & the senses hinge on a critique of 'visualism' in our globalized, technified
society. This text raises the issue of the rehabilitation of vision and contextualises vision in the debate on the construction
of local knowledge vs. the hegemony of the socio-technical network.
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